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Custom

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING

As part of the VELOCustom system the individual or team can order top to toe custom 
clothing and complement this with matching colour sunglasses and helmets with 
custom graphics for a total PRO look.

Another benefit of ordering with Velochampion is that you will also be offered partner
products at highly discounted prices such as Velochampion cycling equipment, 
Shark Composite Frame sets and all other cycling products on the Velochampion website.

Custom
C L O T H I N G H E L M E T SS U N G L A S S E S

Custom

VELOCHAMPION is proud to be the only company in the world that offers a total 
custom service to cyclist and Triathletes.



BY VELOCHAMPION

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING

: FREE KIT DESIGN
: LOW MINIMUMS
: NO COLOUR LIMITS
: NO SETUP CHARGES
: ONLINE TEAM STORE
: INDIVIDUAL ORDERING
: ONE CLICK PURCHASE
: DELIVERY TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
: 6 WEEKS GUARANTEED TURNAROUND
: 12 MONTH 0% FINANCE AVAILABLE
: MASSIVE DISCOUNTS ON VC PRODUCTS
  AND SHARK COMPOSITES.

C L O T H I N G

Run by people with a passion for cycling, VELOCHAMPION has created a range of custom 
cycling poducts with a level of finish and detail only usually associated with Premium cycling 
brands, but without the price tag. 
The best quality at the best price plus the added benefits below. ONLINE Team Store

One click ordering

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR

Custom



BY VELOCHAMPION

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING

C L O T H I N G

Custom

  ARRANGE A QUALITY PACK TO BE SENT TO YOU

KIT SIZING - 2 OPTIONS

SEND US YOUR TEAM DESIGN OR WE CAN DESIGN ONE FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE.
 ( We require all team or sponsor logos in illustrator format ai/pdf/eps )

 OPTION 1. WE SEND YOU A FULL SET OF FIT KIT TO ARRANGE A TEAM FIT EVENING
OPTION 2. TEAM VISITS OUR SHOWROOM, WE HOST A FIT EVENING FOR YOU.

 TEAM STORE SET UP ON VC WEBSITE (you tell us how long you want the order window open for )

 6 WEEK PRODUCTION TIME FROM ORDER WINDOW CLOSING

 WE RECEIVE YOUR ORDER AT THE VC OFFICE 
 ORDERS ARE SENT TO EACH INDIVIDUAL MEMBER WITHIN 72 HOURS

DESIGN

AMEND AMEND
APPROVE APPROVE

OTHER REQUESTED GARMENTS
JERSEY 
&SHORTS

CONTACT US AND SET YOUR ACCOUNT UP.1
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MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

TEAM LINE



TEAM LINE

The Team �t line has been designed
for cyclists who enjoy spending time
outdoors with friends, sharing in the 

enjoyment of doing sport and feeling
free. The Team Fit range maximise 

comfort and are ideal for those  who
are looking for high quality products

at a great value.

The team jersey is made from a 
combination of light, breathable fabrics

in order to guarantee complete and
absolute freedom of movement.

The Team Bibs have an ergonomic
structure and are made using di�erent

materials to ensure the best �t and 
appropriate compression all over.

They’re perfect for all types of cyclist.

Designed to o�er the maximum
value, comfort, quality

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



-

JERSEYS/ 
JACKETS

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

FEATURESSIZES

Short sleeve jersey/ Long zip

TEAM 135
Thermal jacket total membrane

TEAM 125
long sleeve Fleece Jacket

with zip pocket
TEAM 101

TEAM LINE

Panels on the sides are ergonomic, 
not straight panel. Even if it’s our basic jersey,
we have made a high quality product, adapted to the cyclist body.
“Damero” fabric: light and breathable, to guarantee an absolute
freedom of movement.
Camlock system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Soft lycra on the sleeves.
Elastic silicone band on the waist.
Re�ector on the pockets.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

Panels on the sides are ergonomic, not straight panel, adapted 
to the cyclist body. “Superwarm” fabric: Thanks to its �eecy
brushed texture on the inside, it’s perfect for fall/winter. It 
provides good thermal protection and regulates body 
temperature. Camlock system in the zip, to prevent the zip 
from unzipping itself.  
Ergonomic and elastic mesh on the cu�, to ensure the perfect 
�tting.
Elastic silicone band on the waist.
Re�ector on the pockets.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

Panels on the sides are ergonomic, not straight panel, adapted to 
the cyclist body. These panels are made with lycra to �t better to 
everybody.“Windprotect” membrane: total protection against the 
cold and the wind and it regulates body temperature.
Camlock system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Ergonomic and elastic mesh on the cu�, to ensure the perfect �tting.
Elastic silicone band on the waist.
Re�ector on the pockets.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

WINTER

AUTUMNSPRING

SUMMER SPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



BIBS

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICBREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

SIZES

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

WINTERBIB SHORTS
TEAM 216

TEAM LINE

Same design structure than the Plus and Plus woman bib shorts, 
so all the types of cyclists that belong to a club can dress the same.
“Performer” fabric: Let the comfort take you to the best performance! 
The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, 
adaptability and durability. It is located in the non-customizable 
part of the bibshort.
Bibs: with soft mesh, that guarantees perspiration and comfort. 
Flat edges for an elastic border meant to create a better hold.
Lass pad: Seamless pad that provides excellent performance and 
comfort. Thanks to its light weight, elasticity and anatomical form, 
this pad is the ideal choice.

SUMMER SPRING BIB TIGHTS
TEAM 416

“Super Roubaix” fabric: Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide
 provide complete comfort and compression while regulating body 
temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture control. Located 
in the non-customizable part of the bib knickers, its excellent 
durability makes it ideal for handling friction on the seat.Bibs: with 
soft mesh, that guarantees perspiration and comfort.
Bibs: with soft mesh, that guarantees perspiration and comfort. 
Flat edges for an elastic border meant to create a better hold.
Lass pad: Seamless pad that provides excellent performance and 
comfort. Thanks to its light weight, elasticity and anatomical form, 
this pad is the ideal choice..

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



TECNOLOGY & MATERIALS

JERSEYS & JACKETS

Find out all the technology we have developed
to achieve maximum comfort

COMFORT POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  

Basic features of our TEAM line:

Designed to �t your body

Pattern system designed for a higher 
position in order to maximize comfort during 
the entire ride. The jersey structure is more 
relaxed with ventilation meshes for optimum 
breathability.

REFLECTIVE BAND 

Visibility is very important. That’s why we incorporated a 
re�ective strip to increase the visibility when riding with low 
light. Very efective as a road safety element.

Visibility as a security element
ZIPPER
Zipper lock to prevent vibrations

The zipper comes equipped with a blocking 
system, which prevents the pull tab from 
moving. This mechanism will make sure the 
zipper doesn’t vibrate or open on its own. 
Designed to use it even with only two �ngers.

DAMERO FABRIC  
Lightweight and breathable

It provides optimal breathability thanks to its grid-like structure formed 
by small squares on di�erent planes. It’s located in the entire trunk area  
to guarantee complete freedom of movement.

Lightness
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

Hydrophilic

SUMMER SPRING

SUPERWARM FABRIC   
The perfect fabric to keep warm

Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on the inside, it’s perfect for winter. 
Located on the back , it provides good thermal protection and regulates body temperature.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

AUTUMNSPRING

MEMBRANE  WINDPROTECT
Don’t let the wind stop you

It o�ers a total protection against the wind. It’s breathable to keep the skin dry and 
termic regulator body temperature.

WINDSTOPER

TERMOPOWER FABRIC  
Protect from cold weather and regulates your body heat

WINTER

Speci�c for winter time, thanks to its inside windprotect membrane structure fabric. 
Located at the front of the rider's body  provides good thermal protection and body 
temperature termic regulator.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression
Windprotect

Main fabrics used in short and long jerseys: Additional jackets’ features:

TEAM LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



BIBS

Designed to �t your body

All TEAM line bibs have a soft compression, high in the 
abdominal and lumbar area, so they can o�er a comfortable 
grip feeling .

COMFORT POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  

LASS  PAD
Anatomical and light, an all road

Seamless pad that provides excellent perfor -
mance and comfort. Thanks to its light weight, 
elasticity and anatomical form , this pad is the 
ideal choice. 
It has a Coolmax-type fabric on the exterior 
which guarantees su�cient ventilation while 
minimizing friction. 

STRAPS  

Fastening system consists of a polyester mesh 
edges with �at edges for an elastic border meant 
to create a better hold.

Maximum freedom of movement

REFLECTIVE BAND 

Visibility is very important. That’s why we 
incorporated a re�ective strip to increase the 
visibility when riding with low light. Very 
efective as a road safety element.

Visibility as a security element
MAUSSER SEAMS 
Flat seams to avoid unnecessary friction

Flat, elastic seam made with a specialized machine in order 
to avoid stains, scratches and possible irritants to the skin.

SUPERROUBAIX FABRIC
Cold weather, warm body

Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide provide complete comfort while regulating body 
temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture control.  Located on the exterior part of the 
seat of the bibs , its excellent durability makes it ideal for handling friction on the seat.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Pilling resistant

WINTER

PERFORMER  FABRIC
Let the comfort take you to the best performance

The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, adaptability and durabi -
lity. It is located in the non-customizable part of the bibshort .

Resistance
Transpirabilitat

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Opaque

SUMMER SPRING

Basic features of our TEAM line:

Main fabrics used: Bib’s structure:

TECNOLOGY & MATERIALS
Find out all the technology we have developed

to achieve maximum comfort

TEAM LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



CHOOSE YOUR
RIGHT SIZE
Welcome. This page describes step by step, how to determine the 
most appropriate size you need so you can enjoy the most of a good  
CUSTOM Line product.

A

D

E

B

C

A CHEST
CIRCUMFERENCE

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

86 92  98   104    110     116    122    128

75 77  80   82    85     87      89     91

51 53  55   57    59     61      63     65

73 79  85   91    97     103    109    115

74 76  78   80    82     84      86     88

B ARM
LENGTH

C FRONT
LENGTH

D
WAIST

CIRCUMFERENCE

E
LEG

LENGTH

Size A - ”Chest circumference” remains a priority for the rest

Size D - “Waist circumference” remains a priority for the rest

SEARCH YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON SIZE CHART.

- For the BIB’s size

- For the JERSEY’s size

*    *

Loose fit?          Sport fit?                  

  

 

Determine your appropriate size 
depending on whether you like to 
dress more or less adjusted.

Example: Acording to your speci-
fic preference, if your chest (A) is 
100 cm.
   If you prefer dressing a sport fit 
line, choose size  M  (96 cm) 
   If you prefer dressing a loose fit, 
choose size  L  (102 cm) 

   Use one measuring tape to determi-
ne the exact measurements.

   Measure the distances according to 
the design below.
 A - Chest size
 B - Arm lenght
 C - Upper body size
 D - Waist size
 E - Inseam measurement

OK
TEAM FIT

TEAM FIT
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TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE

To achieve 
maximum performance

The Plus Fit for Man line has been designed 
and created for demanding cyclists who 

cannot imagine life without cycling. It’s meant 
to be comfortable, of course, but without 

losing sight of the fact that it’s the balance 
between comfort and muscular compression 

that allows for improved results.

Designed to maintain a more curved and 
aggressive position while on the bicycle, the 
jersey has a semi-compressive structure and 

is made with various fabrics which are perfect 
for enjoying an ultra-light feeling and for achie

ving optimal breathability. It’s ideal for impro
ving performance without sacrificing comfort. 

As for the bibs, they have an ergonomic 
structure made from various fabrics that 
were specifically chosen to provide each 

part of the body with the exact amount of 
compression it demands.



JERSEYS/ 
JACKETS

MEDIUM
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

FEATURESSIZES

ANTI-
BACTERIAL

RACE
POSITIONWINDBLOCKER

+ OCCULT

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE

Short sleeve jersey/ Long zip

TEAM PLUS MAN 137
Thermal jacket total membrane

with zip pocket
TEAM PLUS MAN 106/2

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. They are 
completely di�erent than what the customer may have seen before 
in teamwear. 2 di�erent lycras, to ensure the best compression and 
performance. “Host carbon” fabric: protects body from absorbing 
static electricity and UV sun rays, and guarantees perspiration.
Elastic and breathable mesh underarms.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the sleeves: second skin feeling. No seams. 
Printed elastic silicone developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity 
on the sleeve.Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck.

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. They are 
completely di�erent than what the customer may have seen before in 
teamwear. 2 di�erent �eece lycras, to ensure the best compression and 
performance. “Windprotect” membrane: total protection against the cold 
and the wind and it regulates body temperature. Special neck: wider in
front than at the back, because it is thought for the “on the bicycle”
position. Single fabric printable inside/outside.
Double cu�: to put the glove in the middle and protect from the wind.
Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck..

SUMMER SPRING

TEAM PLUS MAN 131
long sleeve Fleece Jacket

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. 
They are completely di�erent than what the customer may 
have seen before in teamwear. 2 di�erent �eece lycras, to 
ensure the best compression and performance.

“Superwarm” fabric: Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on 
the inside, it’s perfect for fall/winter. It provides good thermal 
protection and regulates body temperature.
Ergonomic and elastic mesh on the cu�, to ensure the perfect �tting.
Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck.. AUTUMNSPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



BIBS

MEDIUM
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICBREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

SIZES

RACE
POSITION

ANTI-
BACTERIAL

WINTERBIB SHORTS
TEAM PLUS 234

“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: second skin feeling.  No seams. Printed elastic silicone 
developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity on the legs. “Performer” fabric: Let the comfort take 
you to the best performance! The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, 
adaptability and durability. It is located in the non-customizable part of the bibshort.
Bibs: perforated crochet elastic bibs, designed to adapt to the cyclist’s body and guarantee 
optimum ventilation. The straps close in the back using a technical mesh. It is very smooth 
and breathable, assuring that sweat from the back evaporates quickly.
Speed pad (developed by Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The  central panel in the perineal area has been 
designed with reinforced sections using two foams with di�erent densities. They are 
three-dimensionally shaped in order to reduce friction and possible areas where cha�ng might 
occur.
Extra feature > Prof pad, for long distance: Hour after hour of protection on long rides! 
This pad has a special structure and EIT Carbonium fabric with bacteriostatic properties. It 
reduces friction and prevents static electricity. Four densities and a tri-dimensional shape with 
multiple thicknesses assure better distribution of weight and pressure on the seat. There is a 
panel in the perineal area and high-density foam on both sides. Flat seams: no friction.
Re�ector on both legs.

“Super Roubaix” fabric: Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide provide complete comfort 
and compression while regulating body temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture 
control. Located in the non-customizable part of the bib knickers, its excellent durability makes it 
ideal for handling friction on the seat.
Bibs: perforated crochet elastic bibs, designed to adapt to the cyclist’s body and guarantee 
optimum ventilation. The straps close in the back using a technical mesh. It is very smooth and 
breathable, assuring that sweat from the back evaporates quickly.
Speed pad (developed by Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The central panel in the perineal area has been designed 
with reinforced sections using two foams with di�erent densities. They are three-dimensionally 
shaped in order to reduce friction and possible areas where cha�ng might occur.
Extra feature > Prof pad, for long distance: Hour after hour of protection on long rides! This pad 
has a special structure and EIT Carbonium fabric with bacteriostatic properties. It reduces friction 
and prevents static electricity. Four densities and a tri-dimensional shape with multiple 
thicknesses assure better distribution of weight and pressure on the seat. There is a panel in the 
perineal area and high-density foam on both sides.
Flat seams: no friction.
Re�ector on both legs..

SUMMER SPRING
BIB TIGHTS
TEAM PLUS 434

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE
MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



JERSEYS & JACKETS

HOSTCARBON  FABRIC  
Lightweight and breathable
It provides optimal breathability thanks to its grid-like structure formed 
by small squares on di�erent planes. Protects the body from absorbing 
static energy, electromagnetic and UV rays.  It’s located in the entire 
trunk area  to guarantee complete freedom of move ment.

Lightness
Breathability 

Anti-Bacterial 

Adaptability
Compression

Hydrophilic

SUMMER SPRING

SUPERWARM  FABRIC
The perfect fabric to keep warm

Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on the inside, it’s perfect for winter. 
Located on the back , it provides good thermal protection and regulates body temperature.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

AUTUMNSPRING

MEMBRANE  WINDPROTECT
Don’t let the wind stop you

It o�ers a total protection against the wind. It’s breathable to keep the skin dry and termic 
regulator body temperature.

WINDSTOPER

WINDBLOCKER NECK
Higher to protect your neck from the cold weather

Ergonomic collar design in which the front part is higher than the back, 
guaranteeing complete neck and chin protection against wind and cold when 
riding in cycling position. Includes a �at seam to avoid scratching and friction.

WINDSTOPER

TERMOPOWER  FABRIC
Protect from cold weather and regulates your body heat

WINTER

Speci�c for winter time, thanks to its inside windprotect membrane structure fabric. 
Located at the front of the rider's body  provides good thermal protection and body 
temperature termic regulator.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

Windprotect

Main fabrics used in short and long jerseys: Additional jackets’ features:

RACE POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  
Designed to �t your body

Pattern system designed for a lower  and more aggres -
sive position to improve performance. The jersey is 
ergonomically shaped and has a compresive structure. 
Includes meshes for an optimum breathability.

REFLECTIVE BAND 

Visibility is very important. That’s why we incorporated a 
re�ective strip to increase the visibility when riding with low 
light. Very efective as a road safety element.

Visibility as a security element
ZIPPER
Zipper lock to prevent vibrations

T he zipper comes equipped with a blocking system, which 
prevents the pull tab from moving. This mechanism will make 
sure the zipper doesn’t vibrate or open on its own. Designed 
to use it even with only two �ngers.

OCCULT SYSTEM
Nothing interrupts your design

Sewing System that allows the two �aps that 
completely cover the zipper but don’t 
interfere with the jersey’s overall design for a 
greater de�nition. 

POCKETS
Let your hand have an easy access 

The back pocket �aps are positioned to 
improve access and help you keep all that 
you need within reach.

LYCRA SLEEVES
Seamless adherence and compression

They provide comfort and good adaptability thanks to our WEGAL 
garment fabric. The sleeves are cut at the border trim and �nished with 
a strip of silicone to improve adherence .

Basic features of our PLUS line:

TECNOLOGY & MATERIALS
Find out all the technology we have developed

to achieve maximum comfort

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



BIBS

SPEED  PAD
Flexible for greater freedom of movement

This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The central 
panel in the perineal area has been designed with 
reinforced sections using two foams with di�erent 
densities. They are three-dimensionally shaped in 
order to reduce friction and possible areas where 
cha�ng might occur. 

STRAP PLUS by Tactic

A high-tech structure for perforated crochet elastic 
bibs, designed to adapt to the cyclist’s body and 
guarantee optimum ventilation. The straps close in the 
back using a technical mesh. It is very smooth and 
breathable, assuring that sweat from the back evapora -
tes quickly.

Tecnologia per a una millor comoditat

SUPERROUBAIX  FABRIC
Cold weather, warm body

Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide provide complete comfort while regulating body 
temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture control.  Located on the exterior part of the seat 
of the bibs , its excellent durability makes it ideal for handling friction on the seat.

Thermal protection
Breathability

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Pilling resistant

WINTER

PERFORMER  FABRIC
Let the comfort take you to the best performance

The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, adaptability and durabili -
ty. It is located in the non-customizable part of the bibshort .

Resistance
Transpirability

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Opaque

SUMMER SPRING

Main fabrics used: Bib structure:

Basic features of our PLUS line:

Designed to �t your body

All PLUS line bibs have a medium-high 
compression, with a low shape in the 
abdominal and lumbar area, so they can 
enhance the breathing and also o�er a 
comfortable grip feeling.

RACE POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  

Flat, elastic seam made with a specialized 
machine in order to avoid stains, scratches 
and possible irritants to the skin.

MAUSSER SEAMS  
Flat seams to avoid unnecessary friction

Visibility is very important. 
That’s why we incorporated a 
re�ective strip to increase the 
visibility when riding with low 
light. Very efective as a road 
safety element.

REFLECTIVE BAND 
Visibility as a security element

System designed to obtain 
the closest �t possible with 
the least amount of pressure 
possible. Also seamless to 
improve comfort, reduce 
friction and aid in good 
circulation in the legs. 

STRIPES
Seamless adherence and compression

TECNOLOGY & MATERIALS
Find out all the technology we have developed

to achieve maximum comfort

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



CHOOSE YOUR
RIGHT SIZE
Welcome. This page describes step by step, how to determine the 
most appropriate size you need so you can enjoy the most of a good  
CUSTOM Line product.

A

D

E

B

C

A

XS S M L XL 2L 3XL 4XL

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

84 90  96   102    108    114    120    126

74 76  78   80    82     84     86      88

48 50  52   54    56     68      60     62

73 79  85   91    97    103     109   115

74 76  78   80    82     84      86     88

B

C

D

E

SEARCH YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON SIZE CHART.

- For the BIB’s size

- For the JERSEY’s size

*    *

  

 

OK
PLUS  FIT

PLUS  FIT

CHEST
CIRCUMFERENCE

ARM
LENGTH

FRONT
LENGTH

WAIST
CIRCUMFERENCE

LEG
LENGTH

Size A - ”Chest circumference” remains a priority for the rest

Size D - “Waist circumference” remains a priority for the rest Loose �t?          Sport �t?                  

   Use one measuring tape to determi -
ne the exact measurements.

   Measure the distances according to 
the design below.
 A - Chest size
 B - Arm lenght
 C - Upper body size
 D - Waist size
 E - Inseam measurement

Determine your appropriate size 
depending on whether you like to 
dress more or less adjusted.

Example:  Acording to your speci -
�c preference, if your chest ( A ) is 
100 cm.
   If you prefer dressing a sport �t 
line, choose size   M   (96 cm) 
   If you prefer dressing a  loose  �t , 
choose  size  L   (102 cm) 

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE
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The Plus Fit for Woman line has been desiged
and created for demanding female 

cyclists who are looking for more than just 
comfort. Its design provides a high degree of 

comfort and muscular compression which 
help to optimize performance. 

The jersey has a semi-compressive structure 
made from various fabrics which make for a 

light, breathable product. It’s a garment 
made to outline the female figure: one that 

combines character and style, sport and 
fashion. 

The bibs from the Plus Fit for Woman line 
have an ergonomic structure made with a 

combination of fabrics that provide each 
separate part of the body with the right 

amount of compression and support 
needed.  

A Perfect Fit
For The Female Figure

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE



JERSEYS/ 
JACKETS

MEDIUM
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

FEATURESSIZES

ANTI-
BACTERIAL

RACE
POSITIONWINDBLOCKER

+ OCCULT

TEAM LINE

Short sleeve jersey/ Long zip

TEAM PLUS WOMAN JQT 136
Thermal jacket total membrane

with zip pocket
TEAM PLUS WOMAN MC102

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. They are 
completely di�erent than what the customer may have seen before 
in teamwear. 2 di�erent lycras, to ensure the best compression and 
performance. “Host carbon” fabric: protects body from absorbing 
static electricity and UV sun rays, and guarantees perspiration.
Elastic and breathable mesh underarms.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the sleeves: second skin feeling. No seams. 
Printed elastic silicone developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity 
on the sleeve.Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck.

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. They are 
completely di�erent than what the customer may have seen before in 
teamwear. 2 di�erent �eece lycras, to ensure the best compression and 
performance. “Windprotect” membrane: total protection against the cold 
and the wind and it regulates body temperature. Special neck: wider in
front than at the back, because it is thought for the “on the bicycle”
position. Single fabric printable inside/outside.
Double cu�: to put the glove in the middle and protect from the wind.
Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck..

SUMMER SPRING

TEAM PLUS WOMAN ML126
long sleeve Fleece Jacket

Ergonomic shape, mainly on the sides of the product. 
They are completely di�erent than what the customer may 
have seen before in teamwear. 2 di�erent �eece lycras, to 
ensure the best compression and performance.

“Superwarm” fabric: Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on 
the inside, it’s perfect for fall/winter. It provides good thermal 
protection and regulates body temperature.
Ergonomic and elastic mesh on the cu�, to ensure the perfect �tting.
Occult zip, to ensure that the design is perfect.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  
Back of the jersey, highlight two things:
The easy-reach pockets (diagonal cut).
The re�ector (very smart).
No annoying label tags at the neck.. AUTUMNSPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE

WINTER



BIBS

MEDIUM
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICBREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

SIZES

RACE
POSITION

ANTI-
BACTERIAL

WINTER

BIB SHORTS
TEAM PLUS WOMEN CC219

SHORTS
TEAM PLUS WOMEN CC218

“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: second skin feeling.  No seams. Printed elastic silicone 
developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity on the legs. “Performer” fabric: Let the comfort take 
you to the best performance! The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, 
adaptability and durability. It is located in the non-customizable part of the bibshort.
Bibs: perforated crochet elastic bibs, designed to adapt to the cyclist’s body and guarantee 
optimum ventilation. The straps close in the back using a technical mesh. It is very smooth 
and breathable, assuring that sweat from the back evaporates quickly.
Speed pad (developed by Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The  central panel in the perineal area has been 
designed with reinforced sections using two foams with di�erent densities. They are 
three-dimensionally shaped in order to reduce friction and possible areas where cha�ng might 
occur.
Extra feature > Prof pad, for long distance: Hour after hour of protection on long rides! 
This pad has a special structure and EIT Carbonium fabric with bacteriostatic properties. It 
reduces friction and prevents static electricity. Four densities and a tri-dimensional shape with 
multiple thicknesses assure better distribution of weight and pressure on the seat. There is a 
panel in the perineal area and high-density foam on both sides. Flat seams: no friction.
Re�ector on both legs.

“Super Roubaix” fabric: Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide provide complete comfort 
and compression while regulating body temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture 
control. Located in the non-customizable part of the bib knickers, its excellent durability makes it 
ideal for handling friction on the seat.
Bibs: perforated crochet elastic bibs, designed to adapt to the cyclist’s body and guarantee 
optimum ventilation. The straps close in the back using a technical mesh. It is very smooth and 
breathable, assuring that sweat from the back evaporates quickly.
Speed pad (developed by Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The central panel in the perineal area has been designed 
with reinforced sections using two foams with di�erent densities. They are three-dimensionally 
shaped in order to reduce friction and possible areas where cha�ng might occur.
Extra feature > Prof pad, for long distance: Hour after hour of protection on long rides! This pad 
has a special structure and EIT Carbonium fabric with bacteriostatic properties. It reduces friction 
and prevents static electricity. Four densities and a tri-dimensional shape with multiple 
thicknesses assure better distribution of weight and pressure on the seat. There is a panel in the 
perineal area and high-density foam on both sides.
Flat seams: no friction.
Re�ector on both legs..

SUMMER SPRING

BIB TIGHTS
TEAM PLUS WOMEN CLL419 TEAM PLUS WOMEN CP 319

BIB KNICKERS

TEAM PLUS MEN©S LINE
MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE



JERSEYS & JACKETS

HOSTCARBON  FABRIC
Lightweight and breathable

It provides optimal breathability thanks to its grid-like structure formed 
by small squares on di�erent planes. Protects the body from absorbing 
static energy, electromagnetic and UV rays.  It’s located in the entire 
trunk area  to guarantee complete freedom of move ment.

Lightness
Breathability 

Anti-Bacterial

Adaptability
Compression

Hydrophilic

SUMMER SPRING

WINDBLOCKER NECK
Higher to protect your neck from the cold weather

Ergonomic collar design in which the front part is higher than the back, 
guaranteeing complete neck and chin protection against wind and cold when 
riding in cycling position. Includes a �at seam to avoid scratching and friction.

WINDSTOPER

Main fabrics used in short and long jerseys: Additional jackets’ features:

RACE POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  
Designed to �t women’s body

Pattern system designed for a lower  and more 
aggressive position to improve performance. The jersey 
is ergonomically shaped and has a compresive 
structure. Includes meshes for an optimum breathability.

REFLECTIVE BAND 

Visibility is very important. That’s why we incorporated a 
re�ective strip to increase the visibility when riding with low 
light. Very efective as a road safety element.

Visibility as a security element
ZIPPER
Zipper lock to prevents vibrations

T he zipper comes equipped with a blocking system, which 
prevents the pull tab from moving. This mechanism will make 
sure the zipper doesn’t vibrate or open on its own. Designed 
to use it even with only two �ngers.

OCCULT SYSTEM
Nothing interrupts your design

Sewing System that allows the two �aps that 
completely cover the zipper but don’t 
interfere with the jersey’s overall design for a 
greater de�nition. 

POCKETS
Let your hand have an easy access 

The back pocket �aps are positioned to 
improve access and help you keep all that 
you need within reach.

LYCRA SLEEVES
Seamless adherence and compression

They provide comfort and good adaptability thanks to our WEGAL 
garment fabric. The sleeves are cut at the border trim and �nished 
with a strip of silicone to improve adherence .

Basic features of our PLUS for Women line:

SUPERWARM  FABRIC
The perfect fabric to keep warm

Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on the inside, it’s perfect for winter. 
Located on the back , it provides good thermal protection and regulates body temperature.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

AUTUMNSPRING

MEMBRANE  WINDPROTECT
Don’t let the wind stop you

It o�ers a total protection against the wind. It’s breathable to keep the skin dry and termic 
regulator body temperature.

WINDSTOPER

TERMOPOWER  FABRIC
Protect from cold weather and regulates your body heat

WINTER

Speci�c for winter time, thanks to its inside windprotect membrane structure fabric. 
Located at the front of the rider's body  provides good thermal protection and body 
temperature termic regulator.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Adaptability
Compression

Windprotect

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



BIBS

X-TRAC  PAD
Speci�cally for the female �gure

This pad has been designed and created especially for 
a woman’s body and it guarantees excellent comfort 
and optimum performance. It contains two foams of 
di�erent densities. Also, it has a porous exterior that 
allows for the correct breathability and quick-drying 

STRAP DONA by Tactic

This polypropylene elastic strap structure has been ergono -
mically designed to guarantee that it adapts excellently to a 
woman’s body without restricting movement. It has a 
Click-Clack clasp closure, so it’s easier to go to the restroom 
without having to remove the jersey or jacket.

Great freedom of movements

Closure located in the lower back area, which has an 
easy-open mechanism in order to allow the cyclist to go to 
the restroom without having to remove the jersey or jacket.  

SUPERROUBAIX  FABRIC
Cold weather, warm body

Its �eecy brushed interior and the polyamide provide complete comfort while regulating body 
temperature and guaranteeing excellent moisture control.  Located on the exterior part of the seat 
of the bibs , its excellent durability makes it ideal for handling friction on the seat.

Thermal protection
Breathability 

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Pilling resistant

HIVERN

PERFORMER  FABRIC
Let the comfort take you to the best performance

The polyamide thread structure with lycra provides compression, adaptability and durabi -
lity. It is located in the non-customizable part of the bibshort . 

Resistance
Breathability 

Bielastic 

Adaptability
Compression

Opaque

ESTIU PRIMAVERA

Basic features of our PLUS for Women line:

Designed to �t your body

All PLUS line bibs have a medium-high 
compression, with a low shape in the abdomi -
nal and lumbar area, so they can enhance the 
breathing and also o�er a comfortable grip 
feeling.

RACE POSITION /ERGONOMIC GEOMETRY  

Flat, elastic seam made with a specialized 
machine in order to avoid stains, scratches 
and possible irritants to the skin.

MAUSSER  SEAMS  
Flat seams to avoid unnecessary friction

Visibility is very important. 
That’s why we incorporated a 
re�ective strip to increase the 
visibility when riding with low 
light. Very efective as a road 
safety element.

REFLECTIVE BAND
Visibility as a security element

System designed to obtain 
the closest �t possible with 
the least amount of pressure 
possible. Also seamless to 
improve comfort, reduce 
friction and aid in good 
circulation in the legs. 

STRIPES
Seamless adherence and compression

Main fabrics used: Bib structure:

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN



Determine your appropriate size 
depending on whether you like to 
dress more or less adjusted.

Example:  Acording to your speci -
�c preference, if your chest ( A ) is 
84 cm.
   If you prefer dressing a sport �t 
line, choose size   S   (78-84 cm)
   If you prefer dressing a  loose  �t , 
choose  size  M   (84-90 cm) 

CHOOSE YOUR
RIGHT SIZE
Welcome. This page describes step by step, how to determine the 
most appropriate size you need so you can enjoy the most of a good  
CUSTOM Line product.

Size A - ”Chest circumference” remains a priority for the rest

Size B - “Waist circumference” remains a priority for the rest

SEARCH YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON SIZE CHART.

- For the BIB’s size

- For the JERSEY’s size

OK

XS S M L XL 2XL

73-76  76-79 79-82  82-85 85-88 88-91B
WAIST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

XS S M L XL 2XL

72-78  78-84 84-90  90-96 96-102  102-108A
CHEST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

A

B

   Use one measuring tape to determi -
ne the exact measurements.

   Measure the distances according to 
the design below.
 A - Chest size
 B - Waist size

Loose �t?          Sport �t?                  

TEAM PLUS WOMEN’S LINE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN
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OTHER CYCLING GARMENTS



-

VESTS/ 
JACKETS

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

FEATURESSIZES

Wind�ex Vest

ACC 913
Wind�ex Jacket

ACC 905

Thermo Vest
ACC 912

TEAM LINE

This super-light accessory can easily be folded and stored in a bag 
when not being used. Ideal in windy conditions and light rain.
The collar prevents wind and moisture from entering.
Back of the vest made with soft and elastic mesh, for perspiration.
Re�ective piping to improve safety on the road.
Special “pockets” to connect easily with jersey pockets.
Waist and shoulder edge: elastic, comfortable and �at piping.
Anti-friction zip protector.

This super-light accessory can easily be folded and stored in a 
bag when not being used. Ideal in windy conditions and light 
rain. The collar and sleeve ends (cu�) prevent wind and 
moisture from entering.
Thin panels on sides and underarms with lycra to ensure the 
perfect �tting to everybody.
Re�ective piping to improve safety on the road.
Waist: elastic, comfortable and �at piping.
Anti-friction zip protector.
 

Made with a Windprotect membrane, this thermo-elastic vest has 
two big advantages: it protects against the cold by reducing the 
amount of air that enters, and it regulates the heat we generate 
while exercising. It is very recommendable for mild winters. Just 
wear it with a long-sleeve jersey until your body generates enough 
heat and then take it o�. “Superwarm” fabric: Located on the back. 
Thanks to its �eecy brushed texture on the inside, it’s perfect for 
fall/winter. 

WINTER

AUTUMNSPRING

SUMMER SPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

OTHER CYCLING GARMENTS



SKINSUITS

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

FEATURESSIZES

Time Trial Suit TRACK Suit with/without zip pocket
ACC 525

TEAM LINE

 “Shiro” fabric: Lightweight and compressive. Tissue endowed with 
great �exibility. Fast drying fabric. Flat seams: no friction.
Printable silicone band on legs. “Camlock” system in the zip, to 
prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  Speed pad (developed by 
Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The central panel in the 
perineal area has been designed with reinforced sections using two
foams with di�erent densities. They are three-dimensionally shaped 
in order to reduce friction and possible areas where cha�ng might occur.
Mesh underarms for breathability.
We o�er with long sleeve and with pockets on back.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

 “Shiro” fabric: Lightweight and compressive. Tissue endowed with 
great �exibility. Fast drying fabric. Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: second skin feeling. No seams. 
Printed elastic silicone developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity.
No neck for aerodynamics. Less is more! “Camlock” system in the zip,
to prevent the zip from unzipping itself.  Speed pad (developed by 
Elastic Interface): This pad has an incredibly anatomical �t which 
guarantees great freedom of movement. The central panel in the 
perineal area has been designed with reinforced 
sections using two foams with di�erent densities. 

SUMMER SPRING

ACC 575 

SUMMER SPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

OTHER CYCLING GARMENTS



-

Accessories

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

FEATURESSIZES

ACC 921
Arm Warmers

ACC 940
Lycra Overshoes

ACC 990
Neck Warmers

ACC 965
Summer Gloves

ACC Socks
Woven Socks

ACC 575 
cap

ACC 913
Leg Warmers

TEAM LINE
MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

OTHER CYCLING GARMENTS



CASUAL 
JACKETS/PANTS/POLOS

SOFT
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMIC

TECH BIKE POSITION

COMFORT
POSITION

BREATHABLE

XS-S-M-L-XL
2XL-3XL-4XL

-
4-6-8-10-12

FEATURESSIZES

POLO

TEAM LINE

Polyester main body with printable panels on the chest and 
bottom of back panel.  6” zip closure

Main body is available in 
Black
Red
Titanium Grey
Royal Blue
Navy Blue
Ocean

AUTUMNSPRING

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

CASUAL

TRACK TOP

TRACK BOTTOMS

-

Polyester main body with printable panels on the chest, left 
arm and bottom of the back.

Main body is available in 
Black
Red
Titanium Grey
Royal Blue
Navy Blue
Ocean

Polyester main pants with printable panels on the left leg and 
pocket

Main body is available in 
Black
Red
Titanium Grey
Royal Blue
Navy Blue
Ocean WINTER

SUMMER SPRING



EMILIO MOLINA GÓMEZ
World champion and gold-medalist in the Triathlon 

World Championships, Hamburg 2007

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

TRIATHLON

To compete 
at the top level

sports, and the ideal clothing must adapt 
perfectly to the body and still allow for 
complete freedom of movement. The most -
used garments are tri-suits, tri-top and the 
tri-shorts. 

The tri-suits are made from fabrics and details 
designed specifically to, on top of being 
lightweight, provide protection, adaptability 
and thermo-regulation to combat wind, preci -
pitation and sweat.

They are close-fitting in order to better disper -
se water and increase aerodynamics.  
Aside from their sleek, appealing design, they 
also aid in muscle recovery and increase the 
tri-athlete’s comfort thanks to its flat seams.



TRI 564
Children’s Tri-suit

TRISUITS

HIGH
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICAERO-
DINAMIC

WATER
REPELLENT

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

BREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

XS a 2XL
-

8-10-12

SIZES

AERO
POSITION

  I  TRI FOR  MAN

TRIATHLON MENS LINE

Triathlon Top
TRI 570

Triathlon Shorts
TRI 581

Triathlon Front Zip Suit
TRI 452

Triathlon Rear Zip Suit
TRI 570

“Shiro” fabric: Tissue endowed with great 
�exibility. Its exterior �nish makes it water 
repellent. It is very breathable, allowing 
quick removal of sweat. Located in the trunk
and back.
Flat seams: no friction. 
At the top of the zip, look out for a small �ap 
of fabric that will cover the zip pull when it's 
done up. This stops the zip irritating your neck.
Anti-friction zip protector.
Flat piping on the edge of the neck and 
shoulder: no friction.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the 
zip from unzipping itself.   
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high 
compression. It has an special outside
 �nish to make water repellent. It is 
also highly resistant to pilling and 
abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate 
parts.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: 
second skin feeling. No seams. Printed 
elastic silicone developed by TACTIC 
that keeps the elasticity on the legs.
Elastic and soft band on waist.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast 
drying. Very elastic for better freedom 
of movement and �exibility in all 3 
disciplines.

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high compression. 
It has an special outside �nish to make water 
repellent. It is also highly resistant to pilling 
and abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate parts.
“Shiro” fabric: Tissue endowed with great 
�exibility. Its exterior �nish makes it water 
repellent. It is very breathable, allowing quick 
removal of sweat. Located on sides.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: second 
skin feeling. No seams. Printed elastic silicone 
developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity 
on the legs.
Long back streamline zip with TACTIC zip puller 
and anti-friction zip protector. 
Flat piping on the edge of the neck and 
shoulder: no friction.
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast drying. 
Very elastic for better freedom of movement 
and �exibility in all 3 disciplines.
No annoying label tags at the neck.



TRISUITS

HIGH
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICAERO-
DINAMIC

WATER
REPELLENT

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

BREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

XS a 2XL
-

8-10-12

SIZES

AERO
POSITION

  I  TRI FOR  MAN

TRIATHLON WOMENS LINE

Triathlon Top
MT 577

Triathlon Shorts
TP 587

Triathlon Front Zip Suit
MT 562Triathlon Rear Zip Suit

SH 563

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high compression. 
It has an special outside �nish to make water 
repellent. It is also highly resistant to pilling 
and abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate parts.
“Shiro” fabric: Tissue endowed with great 
�exibility. Its exterior �nish makes it water 
repellent. It is very breathable, allowing quick 
removal of sweat. Located on sides.
Flat seams: no friction. 
At the top of the zip, look out for a small �ap 
of fabric that will cover the zip pull when it's 
done up. This stops the zip irritating your neck.
Anti-friction zip protector.
Flat piping on the edge of the neck and 
shoulder: no friction.
“Camlock” system in the zip, to prevent the zip 
from unzipping itself.   
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high compression. 
It has an special outside �nish to make water 
repellent. It is also highly resistant to pilling 
and abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate parts.
“Shiro” fabric: Tissue endowed with great 
�exibility. Its exterior �nish makes it water 
repellent. It is very breathable, allowing quick 
removal of sweat. Located on sides.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: second 
skin feeling. No seams. Printed elastic silicone 
developed by TACTIC that keeps the elasticity 
on the legs.
Long back streamline zip with TACTIC zip puller 
and anti-friction zip protector. 
Flat piping on the edge of the neck and 
shoulder: no friction.
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast drying. 
Very elastic for better freedom of movement 
and �exibility in all 3 disciplines.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high 
compression. It has an special outside
 �nish to make water repellent. It is 
also highly resistant to pilling and 
abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate 
parts.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: 
second skin feeling. No seams. Printed 
elastic silicone developed by TACTIC 
that keeps the elasticity on the legs.
Elastic and soft band on waist.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast 
drying. Very elastic for better freedom 
of movement and �exibility in all 3 
disciplines.

“Aquazero” fabric: provides high 
compression. It has an special outside 
�nish to make water repellent. It is also 
highly resistant to pilling and abrasions. 
Opaque fabric for intimate parts.
“Shiro” fabric: Tissue endowed with 
great �exibility. Its exterior �nish makes 
it water repellent. It is very breathable, 
allowing quick removal of sweat. 
Located on back.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs: 
second skin feeling. No seams. Printed 
elastic silicone developed by TACTIC 
that keeps the elasticity on the legs.
Long back streamline zip with TACTIC 
zip puller and anti-friction zip protector. 
Flat piping on the edge of the neck, 
shoulder and back: no friction.
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast 
drying. Very elastic for better freedom 
of movement and �exibility in all 3 
disciplines.
No annoying label tags at the neck.



TRISUITS

HIGH
COMPRESSION

QUICK-DRYERGONOMICAERO-
DINAMIC

WATER
REPELLENT

FEATURES TECH

MAUSSER SEAMS

PAD BIKE POSITION

BREATHABLEFLAT
SEAMS

XS a 2XL
-

8-10-12

SIZES

AERO
POSITION

  I  TRI FOR  MAN

TRIATHLON SPEED SUIT

Triathlon Speed Suit

Special for long-distance. 
Lightweight and fast drying fabric. Located in 
the trunk, back and underarms.
“Aquazero” fabric: provides high compression. 
It has an special outside �nish to make water 
repellent. It is also highly resistant to pilling and 
abrasions. Opaque fabric for intimate parts. 
Located in the legs and sleeves.
Mesh on both sides.
Flat seams: no friction.
“Sigmagrip” technology on the legs and sleeves: 
second skin feeling. No seams. Printed elastic 
silicone developed by TACTIC that keeps the 
elasticity.
Anti-friction zip protector.
Flat piping on the edge of the neck: no friction.
Pockets on both sides, made with mesh.
TRI pad (developed by Elastic Interface): 
Seamless pad. Very thin pro�le for fast drying. 
Very elastic for better freedom of movement and
�exibility in all 3 disciplines.
No annoying label tags at the neck.

TRI 543







TEAM LINE
SS JERSEY
LS FLEECE JACKET
LS WINTER THERMAL JACKET
BIB SHORTS
BIB FLEECE TIGHTS
BIB FLEECE KNICKERS

RANGE

MADE BY

GIRONA SPAIN

(MEN / WOMEN / KIDS )
TEAM PLUS LINE
SS JERSEY
LS FLEECE JACKET
LS WINTER THERMAL JACKET
BIB SHORTS
BIB FLEECE TIGHTS
BIB FLEECE KNICKERS

(MEN SPECIFIC )
SKIN SUITS
SS SKINSUIT
LS SKINSUIT
TRACK SKINSUIT

(GENERIC)
CASUAL

TRIATHLON

POLO SHIRT
T SHIRT
CASUAL FLEECE JKT
TRACK TOP
TRACK BOTTOMS

(GENERIC)

ACCESSORIES
WINDFLEX GILLET
WINDFLEX JACKET
THERMAL GILLET
FINGERLESS GLOVES
ARM WARMERS
LEG WARMERS
OVERSHOES

MENS TRI TOP
WOMENS TRI TOP
MENS TRI SHORTS
WOMENS TRI SHORTS
MENS FRONT ZIP TRISUIT
MENS REAR ZIP TRISUIT
WOMENS REAR ZIP TRISUIT
WOMENS OPEN BACK TRI SUIT
KIDS TRI SUIT
TRI SPEED SUIT

CAPS
SOCKS
NECK WARMER

(GENERIC)

SS JERSEY
LS FLEECE JACKET
LS WINTER THERMAL JACKET
BIB SHORTS
BIB FLEECE TIGHTS
BIB FLEECE KNICKERS

(WOMEN’S SPECIFIC )

FULL CUSTOM LINE BREAKDOWN



Custom
BY VELOCHAMPION

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING

S U N G L A S S E S

WITH HUNDREDS OF COLOUR COMBINATIONS OF FRAMES, LENSES AND NOSE
PIECES YOU’LL BE SURE TO DESIGN A SET OF VC SUNGLASSES TO MATCH YOUR KIT.

One click ordering

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
WITH YOUR KIT!



Custom
BY VELOCHAMPION

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING

H E L M E T S

TO TOP OFF YOUR MATCHING KIT WHAT BETTER WAY TO ACHIEVE THE PRO LOOK
THAN A MATCHING HELMET WITH BESPOKE TEAM COLOURS AND LOGOS!

DESIGN AND ORDER ONLINE
MIN ORDER IS 10 HELMETS

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
TO MATCH YOUR KIT!



St Georges Square, BOLTON, BL1 2HB

t: 01204 869996  e. velochampion@maxgear.co.uk

TOP TO TOE CUSTOM CYCLING




